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Out-of-Distribution Generalization

Train a robust classifier that can perform 
well on testing samples from disparate 
distributions than training data Model

training data testing data

out-of-distribution (OOD) data

1: perform well on IND testing data

in-distribution (IND) data

OOD Generalization:

2: perform well on OOD testing data
Qitian Wu, et al., Handling Distribution Shifts on Graphs: An Invariance Perspective, in ICLR'22
Nianzu Yang, et al., Learning Substructure Invariance for Out-of-Distribution Molecular Representations, in NeurIPS’22
Chenxiao Yang et al., Towards out-of-distribution sequential event prediction: A causal treatment, in NeurIPS'22
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Out-of-Distribution Detection
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Train a robust classifier that can identify 
samples from disparate distributions 
than (in-distribution) training data 

Model

training data testing data

out-of-distribution (OOD) data

1: perform well on IND testing data

in-distribution (IND) data

OOD Detection:

2: identify OOD testing data



Challenges of Graph Data Modeling 
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each instance is drawed from the same 
data distribution independently (i.i.d.)

instances have inter-connection and cannot 
be treated as i.i.d. samples (non-i.i.d.)



Image Data v.s. Graph Data
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For image data:

instances are i.i.d. 
sampled without 
inter-dependence

For graph data:

instances have 
inter-dependence

Applications: fraud detection in financial networks, risk control in autonomous driving, etc.



OOD Detection on Graph Data
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 Assume an input graph                   , where          denotes the node and edge set. 
Each node has an input feature vector      and label     . The node instances are 
divided into a labeled set      and an unlabeled set      , and                    .

 Define                      and                     . Our goal is to learn a node-level classifier     
that can predict node labels                       , denoted as                       , and in the 
meanwhile the classifier    can induce a decision function                     for 
identifying OOD samples

where       denotes the ego-graph centered at node instance    .



GNN-based Node-Level Prediction
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  Adopt graph neural networks (GNNs) to compute node representations: 

  The GNN classifier gives a predictive distribution for node labels: 

  If we assume                                                  as an energy function, we have  

a Boltzmann distribution

free energy for OOD detection

where



Energy Models for OOD Detection
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  For a given GNN classifier                    , we have the initial energy as

where

  Then we consider propagating the energy values along graph structures

where

Intuition: connected nodes in the graph tend to be sampled from similar distributions

The energy propagation facilitates consensus for the OOD estimation results between 
the target node and its neighboring nodes. 

Proposition (informal)



Loss Functions for Training
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  If the training data only contains in-distribution data, use supervised loss:

  If the training data contains extra OOD data, we additionally consider the 
regularization loss:

GNN-Safe

GNN-Safe++

extra OOD training data



Evaluation Protocols
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OOD Detection (w/o OOD exposure)

OOD Detection (w/ OOD exposure)

GNN-Safe

GNN-Safe++



Dataset and Splits
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For multi-graph datasets:  

Principles for data splits
For single-graph datasets:  

How to introduce 
distribution shifts for 
model evaluation?



Main Results on Real-World Datasets
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OOD detection results on Twitch and Arxiv

 Metric: AUROC, AUPR, FPR for detection scores of IND-Te and OOD-Te samples
 Twitch (multi-graph dataset): use nodes in different graphs for IND/OOD 
 Arxiv (a temporal graph dataset): use nodes at different times for IND/OOD



Main Results on Synthetic Datasets
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OOD detection results on Cora, Amazon-Photo and Coauthor-CS

S: randomly generate edges with stochastic block model 
F: modify node features via the mix of arbitrary node pairs 
L: use label classes to divide IND/OOD 

synthetic 
OOD data 



Comparison of GNN Backbones
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Performance comparison: 

 Energy < GNNSafe, Energy FT < GNNSafe++ energy propagation is effective 

OOD detection results with different GNN classifier backbones

 GNNSafe < Energy FT  energy propagation contributes to more 
performance gain than energy regularization



Energy Score Visualization
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Energy propagation and regularization can both help to enlarge the discrimination gap 



Resources and Related Materials
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Email: echo740@sjtu.edu.cn,  sjtucyt@sjtu.edu.cn

https://github.com/qitianwu/GraphOOD-GNNSafe
code blog

https://zhuanlan.zhihu.com/p/609178151
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